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Epistemological Aspects of Life-Writing
Introduction
Autobiography is a narrative which introduces real life in aesthetic literary way.
Introduction of a serious content of human life with all complex social relationships in
appealing form makes this genre popular for both readers and researchers from diverse
humanitarian and social fields. Besides fulfilling the role of being a source of “first hand”
information about real social relationships and a form of art, autobiography is a social
activism which brings about positive changes for both the author and the reader in epistemological and ontological levels. Its impact is long-lasting, as the problems introduced
in such works are potentially ubiquitous, repeatable throughout history and in different
cultures.
Life-writings are one of the forms of participatory method used in social studies.
The authors’ description and interpretation of diverse relationships, their biases and assumptions open multiple interpretive perspectives for readers and researchers who are also
not free from subjectivity to reassess sometimes established beliefs and attitudes. Autobiographies, as a means to reveal invisible sides of the self, which can be either typical or
different for readers, besides their major function of self-analysis in order to conciliate the
inner and outer worlds, have potential to sustain harmonic relationships in different levels:
first, between the authors’ individual selves and social conventions surrounding them;
second, between the reader and the writer through consciousness raising and reassessments of values in the process of reading the other’s life; third, among cultures, developing
consciousness of culture-based perceptions of certain behaviors which are conventional
for one culture and considered to be “unthinkable” or “senseless” for another. Autobiographies reveal diversity in “similar cultures” and similar patterns in very different cultures.
In cultural diversity of autobiographies the readers find similarities based on gender roles, which make global dialogues possible. Autobiographical discourse introduces
“truths” which can be transformative, sometimes with possible contradictory variants of
interpretation. Social truths through individual representation ease the task to understand
that possible contradictions and variations of the truth do not make it less reliable. On
the contrary, it kindles the readers’ inclination to search for reliable sources enabling to
understand the reason of certain variations of this truth. As Schaffer and Smith explain,
“Since personal story telling involves acts of remembering, of making meaning out of the
past, its ‘truth’ cannot be read as solely or simply factual. There are different registers of
truth beyond the factual: psycho logical, experiential, historical, cultural, communal, and
potentially transformative.” (Schaffer, Smith 2004:7). This potential transformation opens
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space for the author and readers to reevaluate their own personal stories and develop selfcognizance and consciousness of diversity and commonness.
Life writings demonstrate individuals’ psychological dynamics; they show true life
experiences through the lenses of personal assessment which is a response to diverse social structures. Autobiography is a genre in which confessions, facts, analyses merge with
aesthetic forms. As Richard Rorty argues, “life narratives develop empathy and community because people tend to care for strangers if a sense of identification has been stimulated, and narratives are the ideal mechanism through which to do so” (M. Jolly. R.Rorty
1993: 112).
The ubiquitous phrase— ‘knowledge is power’ assumes that disconnection from
knowledge, unavailability to reach appropriate sources create silent, submissive agencies
who estimate “ themselves as being incapable of knowing or thinking, appeared to conduct little or no internal dialogue and generally felt no sense of connection with others.
“Their “acts of knowing” involved only specific actions and behaviors occurring in the
present” (Love and Guthrie2002: 25).
In the book entitled “Women’s Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice,
and Mind” by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986) the authors differentiate
five epistemological stages in the process of women’s cognitive development. In their
investigations they inquired 135 women with diverse backgrounds and analyzed the dynamics in respondent women’s self-perception at different stages of changing knowledge
perspectives. These epistemological levels are silence, received knowledge, subjective
knowledge, procedural knowledge, and constructed knowledge. Diverse cultures encourage development of different cognizant levels; for some communities the stage of Silence
is the only sufficient area for women, for others the first two stages are the “female area”.
In cultures which encourage gender equality the first two stages are usually skipped but
they also can take place in specific conditions or as a result of trauma. This cognitive
development is individual but at the same time they contain trustful information about
cultures.
In this paper I am trying to connect the stages of cognitive development to the
process of autobiography writing because this activity “posits a series of tensions”, first,
between the indefinitely renewed stuff of existence with its accompanying inner discourse
and the writing that seeks to arrest and circumscribe it”(Olney 1980: 199). The “renewed
stuff of existence” creates new levels of knowledge, which in its turn provokes forming a
new ontological medium with renewed relationships. Heterogeneous time patterns in the
autobiography, attempt of self-identity with the hope to “organize” the past and open up
new perspectives on the future from the author’s side; attempt to catch subtle peculiarities
in the author’s identity and the readers’ consideration them in their own context, create
a labyrinthine situation which is a model of real life surrounding both the author and the
reader in different modifications. The “unfinished self” leaves the reader with opportunity
to build conjectures about the author’s further life and connect them to expectancies from
their own future.
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Indefinitely renewed stuff of existence involves various interruptions of different
scales and importance. Interruption is a discursive effect of gender politics, self-representation and evidences the possibilities of and limitations on women’s self-representation.
Each text in itself is an instance of how women’s agency and efforts at self-representation
exist in complicated relation to each other and to the texts in which we read them. The
tradition of women’s autobiography is interrupted one. What is being interrupted in autobiography is the more entrenched coherence of “subjectivity”, on one hand, and, on the
other, the cultural production of “writing” through the silencing of women. Externally,
rupture works against hegemonic discourses of identity, whether they are psychological or
political. (Gilmore 1994: 49)
This paper investigates relationships between dynamic, interchangeable epistemological levels and the process of life-writing; it argues that life writing stimulates the author’s transference into more mature levels of cognizance, and autobiographical texts raise
consciousness and develop empathy on the basis of stimulated sense of identification.

Silence
The first cognitive level is silence which can be a metaphor for lack of voice or
unwillingness to perceive, analyse or understand the self and surrounding. A woman of
silence is totally dependent on those in authority, not questioning or voicing an opinion
(Belenky et al. 1986). The reality within which she exists creates a kind of vacuum, isolated space with clear norms and concrete behavioral expectations from her. Expressing
her personal thoughts is very difficult as she lives in the present and normally speaks of
specific concrete behaviors. Depending on to what extent the culture encourages gender
inequality or women’s humiliation, a woman of silence goes through one or several of
abuses, which are emotional, physical, sexual. Women at this stage accept the decisions
of authorities as norms without analysis and attempts to understand reasons. Belenky et
al (1992) emphasize that women in the status of silence were raised “in profound isolation under the most demeaning circumstances” and that their feelings of being “deaf and
dumb” originate belief that they lack “meaning-making and meaning-sharing abilities”,
rather than a lack of intellectual endowment. They do not explore the power that words
have for either expressing or developing thought (Belenky, et al. 1986:25 ).
It is important to distinguish between strategic silence and “taken-for-granted” or
“natural” silence. “They (many feminists) consider that silence and any devalued feminine activities are seen as a strategy to speak and to be heard as well as to interrupt cultural norms and to subvert the status quo”.(Ayadi2014, 67).When silence is a strategy,
the agency under the disguise of voiceless status or indifference intends to commence a
high-scale action directed to change her life or others’ lives. The silence in Belenky and
et’ s research is natural and indicates the condition when the person who experiences this
condition tends to absorb outside authoritative opinions and orders without any intention
to question them. It is rooted in lack of self-confidence, consideration outer authorities
more knowledgeable to allow them to lead their lives. It is either lack of opinion or constant struggle to surpass it.
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Silence can grow into a strategy of resistance, as a reaction to multiple facets of
oppression. In this case it is silence on surface, it is a strategic disguise of epistemological
activity directed to influence on essential ontological aspects of life. At cognitive level the
agency is not silent if inner-dialogue, self-analysis, self-assessment and other complicated
processes take place on mind.
In the cognitive status of “natural” silence a woman cannot write autobiography,
because self-description is an impossible task for her. The authors of “Women’s way of
knowing” explain it with lack of conversation in silent women’s lives. “One young woman, deeply puzzled by such questions (“How would you describe yourself to yourself?”
etc.), said, ”I don’t know….No one has told me yet what they thought of me”(Belenky et
al. 1986:31)
Banine, a French writer of Azerbaijani origin, was born in 1905 in Baku, Azerbaijan, to a wealthy and influential family. Her autobiographical dilogy “Caucasian days”
and “Parisian days” describe her life from birth till 1946, the year when she published the
first part of her autobiography. “Caucasian Days” cover the years 1905-1922, when the
author lived in Baku, Parisian Days illustrate the author’s life in Paris from 1922 to 1946.
Banine’s mother died in childbirth and she, the youngest child of the family was brought
up by her grandmother, aunts, German nanny. From early childhood Banine contrasted
Eastern and Western cultures, the former represented by her grandmother, the latter by her
favorite German nanny. Although there is not any explicit oppression or violence in this
autobiography, the author illustrates psychological obstacles related to her gender. Her
silence does not come from brutal imposition by the surrounding, however she is unhappy
with insufficient psychological contact with her father, disturbed by the condition that he
rarely spoke with her. Belenkyet el. suggest that silence is rooted in lack of communication. Banine also clearly mentions that if her father was slightly more attentive and communicated with her, it would have been less difficult to be frank in expression of her feelings. In her 15, Banine struggles to tell her father about her love to a Russian Bolshevik,
however due to previous lack of communication between them, she finds it difficult and
keeps silent when he speaks up and suggests her marriage with a 35-year-old man who
would instead help him to receive a passport and flee from Bolsheviks who had built their
authoritarian regime in his motherland and put him into prison. Her father gives her one
day to make her decision, she keeps silent, and this silence is accepted as her positive answer. In Azerbaijan there is such a saying “Silence is a notion of consent”. This wideworld
known phrase is well rooted for suitability to this culture. Besides, silence as an answer
to a marriage proposal could be well interpreted as happy but modest acceptance of this
offer, when the agent of the action is judicious enough not to show her joy for “the most
important event” in her life. She left her father’s question unanswered, which allowed the
assumption of her family that the response was affirmative.Banine writes that she was sitting alone waiting the mullah (religious person) in the other room to confirm her marriage.
“I was keeping a book in my hands. But I could not read. People are wrong when they say
that reading diverts your mind from problems… I was keeping the book, but I could not
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read it. Only one thought was turning in my confused head: I will belong to Jamil... I was
feeling suffocating grief. However I could not cry. My grief was mixed with the hatred
towards my father and Jamil, and this did not allow me to cry. The door opened, my aunts
entered, hugged me firmly. I did not complain even to them. It was meaningless”(Banine,
Caucasian Days 1992:172).
The context of the autobiography makes it clear that in case Banine complained,
her aunts as owners of received knowledge who stepped to this stage due to their ages and
who were transferors of traditions to younger generations, would inevitably try to persuade her that this marriage was the best choice for her. It also was normal that the choice
was note made by her. A 15-year-old girl could not be considered by them to be an agency
or producer of knowledge or attitude. Her age, gender and status created for her a frame of
silence where she was feeling safe and others were thinking of her to be happy.
There is another episode in the second part of Banine’s autobiography. When in
Paris, Banine’s elder sister after a long time of hesitation told her father about her intention to marry with a Spanish artist, who was not Muslim but Catholic, his reaction was
unexpected indeed. Father said that of course he would be happy if they were in Baku and
he would be able to marry his daughters with Muslims, but the circumstances and times
were different and he did not object against this marriage at all. The changed conditions
and new environment did not encourage silence and unlike Banine who in her 15 did not
dare to tell her father about her love to a Russian Bolshevik, Zuleykha, her elder sister, was
encouraged with the surrounding and spoke up to talk about her personal choice. Their
father was explicit enough in his response because he was experiencing a sense of guilt
for having imposed silent acceptance of marriage.
Father’s sense of guilt is the result of internalized morality. Banine while wordlessly accepting the marriage proposal also experienced the sense of guilt before herself, but
in case she refused, she would not anyway be able to avoid this feeling. Unlike her father
she had to meet the expectancies of the collectivist culture. If she had broken silence and
refused, she would inevitably experience shame for having broken prescribed to her gendered code to be useful. In this vicious circle the sense of guilt was unavoidable and in these
circumstances Banine chose to sacrifice herself and keep silent, because she was very
young and would not be able to overshout loud voices of traditions in a collectivistic culture.
As a relational feminine agency she also experiences empathy, tries to understand
the position of her father. When Banine and her husband were in Istanbul waiting for their
visas to arrive and enable them to go to Paris, her father wrote to her husband asking to
stay in Istanbul and wait for his coming there because he had a business talk with him.
Jamil, as an obedient son –in-law stayed there and let her go. Banine writes that it was her
father’s sense of guilt which made him go for it and free her from the man with whom she
was bound against her will. She also understands Jamil’s feelings and feels guilty for not
answering to his letters addressed to her in Paris. Banine says that none of them was guilty
in that unpleasant circumstances, on the contrary, both of them were victims of arbitrary
conditions.
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Received Knowledge
In Belenky’s et al. (1986) definition, a woman is at the stage of receiving knowledge if she accepts knowledge from outside, but for diverse disempowering reasons, such
as dependency on the knowledge of others, lack of self-confidence, does not express her
opinion. She accepts and with years can further transfer the information to others. If at
younger age these agencies received this authoritative information as a dogma for lack
of confidence, at later periods of their life (if they have not left this stage of cognitive
development for the next stage) they usually seem to have shaped their approaches to suit
the expectations of those in authority. Sometimes in the roles of mothers, mother-in-laws
or elderly members of family they act as authority towards younger females of the family.
If an individual at the stage of received knowledge is asked to characterize herself,
she will repeat what the authoritative voice told about her. Received knowledge is very
concrete and free from all kinds of ambiguity; this knowledge has a nature of absolutism.
This bargaining process is suitable for both of the knowledge provider and its receiver
because it confirms the position of the former and provides a safe space for the latter.
Banine’s mixed environment allows her to choose (not imposed) authority, a source
of knowledge which provides a paradigm to follow. Azerbaijan’s specific cultural environment which is neither utterly European, nor Asiatic, and patriarchal in a specific way,
Muslim with peculiar (secular) touch of interpretation of religion, created for her a specific type of silence, characteristic for this region. Banine’s silence and her quest for an
authoritative source of knowledge are reasoned in her search of approval from the chosen
by her authority. As her mother died on the day of her birth, she unconsciously accepts her
grandmother as a mother archetype, what makes her critical to those of behaviours and
attitudes from grandmother which she would not like to possess herself when she comes
to her grandmother’s age. She adores her German nanny, who however cannot either be
a role model or have an authoritative voice for her because she is from another world
and her voice would be rather disapproved than approved in the community she lived in.
As an outsider the German nanny was not a source of behavioral and value developing
knowledge.
Banine chooses as an authoritative voice her cousin and best friend Gulnar, with
whom she shares childhood environment, who is a part of her society and who is brave
to break conventions. Gulnar is different and Banine admires her for braveness. She is a
kind of person who does not analyse the own life. She lives and enjoys moments in it. On
the day when Banine was expected to give answer to her father about marriage, she sends
Gulnar to Andrei, the Russian Bolshevik whom Banine loved and with whom she arranged
to elope, to inform him about the situation and tell that Banine could not go with him,
Gulnar elopes with Andrei leaving her husband. The autobiography talks about several
further marriages of Gulnar as well. In several parts of her life writing Banine says that
she would wish to be as Gulnar who is free from thoughts, anxieties and analyses. Banine
concealed her plan to elope with Andrei from Gulnar. She was feeling that if revealed this
secret, Gulnar would inevitably approve this and she was afraid to not be able to resist her
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authority and stand back from this plan. Gulnar would not be concerned about her uncle’s
(Banine’s father’s) suffering in Bolsheviks’ prison. Banine is afraid of possibility to be
split between two authorities – Gulnar, her role model, chosen by her and imposing patriarchal conventions. At the stage of received knowledge it is impossible to make decisions
and the authority with stronger voice usually wins the battle. Banine tells Gulnar about her
plan to elope only when she has to ask her to go to Andrei and explain the situation. Gulnar
gets angry for not being informed before. She does not give advices, because Banine asks
to leave her, takes four pills at ones and goes to bed.
Banine’s transition to the next stage is not smooth. After marriage she seems to be
independent in developing her own approaches. Her husband Jamil is aware of her attitude
to him and does not insist on following national family traditions. After a couple of years
Banine persuades him to make a passport for her and leaves for Paris. On her arrival in
France, she returns back into the level of received knowledge. A new territory makes her
submissive and she keeps silent when husband of her sister ridicules her clothes, when her
step-mother finds for her a job in a fashion house, when Gulnar comes to Paris and insists
on introducing Banine to her husband’s friend.
The levels of silence and receptive knowledge create a medium in which independence, urgency of responsibility seem to be danger or challenge. When the agent experiences necessity to transfer to the next level which confines responsibility, she instinctively
desires to flee from expected challenges, go back to the safe space, where her conscious
was coded by authorities. The transitional level of subjective knowledge is the hardest
stage because if a person has reached its threshold, it is also very difficult to go back to
ignorance and one can hardly surpass her intention to analyze. This transitional time-space
reality immerses the agent into endless analyses, attempts of self-recognition.“When
women have difficulty in seeing themselves as self-important and with less professional
face to lose, it follows that the use of “I” and its dailiness in the text are expressions of
neither authorial authority nor of egoism. Rather, the I is the voice of individual skepticism
from the margins; in many instances not only the I of difference, but one of subversive
diffidence in the face of scenticism”(Okely 1992: 12). Writing the own life empowers to
challenge this individual skepticism through developing self-recognition.
This double transition and contrast between inner lack of confidence and European surrounding creates a huge conflict which brings her to the extreme situation, to the
boundary condition, where she stops because cannot see her future, cannot realize where
to go. She thinks about suicide as the only solution. But a bird flying over her head becomes an epiphany to open her eyes to see possibility of positive transformation through
self-analysis and self-recognition. She decides to write autobiography. It was a conscious
and determined transition to another epistemological level where the agent would inevitably be a source of subjective knowledge and from where she would not be able to return.
After developing self-recognition in autobiographies through retrospective analysis the
person cannot go back to the position of natural silence or received knowledge. Now the
notion of absolute truth ceased to exist giving its place to constant search for self-identity
and strife to build sound relationships.
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Subjective Knowledge
“Once, Grando (Banine’s partner in Paris) presented me a little nice gun. Thus, he
tried to stimulate in me passion to hunting. He hanged a little rabbit from a tree, started to
teach me how to target and offered to shoot. Poor animal, feeling its close end, was fluttering in the loom. I shot, but failed to hit. My second and third bullets also missed the mark. I
threw the gun on the ground and cried because of shame. Many years passed after this, and
now I am able to see how years can change a person. Today, nobody in the world can make
me shoot at a bound helpless creature: I cannot understand that young person – me – and I
am terrified by her cruelty. Why did “she” decide to cold-bloodedly target and shoot at the
poor animal? Why did she do that – for curiosity, cruelty or for somebody’s favour? My
today’s essence cannot explain that action of that mine. But it is one and the same person,
and my past and present is a unified fate of those “two” (Parisian Days 2006: 142)
Banine uses conceit*, a metaphor to show metamorphosis which took place in all
spheres of her life. Providing a concrete episode she gives explicit information about her
attitude to other’s opinion, to developing her own standpoint in its dynamics. When a
person becomes able to look at the previous self from the recent perspectives, she turns
to be a producer of knowledge who is curious to know the motives the past self had while
making certain decision. Banine writes that she cannot understand that young woman who
was targeting a bound animal. Sometimes people feel difficulty to explain their motives in
the past, however, analysis of those puzzles lifts the burden of unpleasant reminiscences.
Having shared unpleasing past experiences which cannot be explained from the recent
perspective, is another peculiarity of the author’s personality and these episodes open new
areas for both the author and the reader to build internal dialogues.
The level of subjective knowledge is challenging because different from the first
two stages it requires self-analysis through individuation. This challenge often makes this
cognitive stage unavailable or unreachable territory for an individual. Here the genderbased difference in self-perception is even more obvious because the transition from the
status of knowledge receiver to the position of knowledge creator is far from being smooth,
on the contrary, this transition involves diverse relationships with different social institutions. If men separate “the familiar world of authority-right-we as against the alien world
of illegitimate-wrong-others (Perry’s 1970, 59)”, patriarchal societies impose women the
opposite roles. “Something usually happens in a woman’s life to encourage her to go from
a receiver of knowledge to progress to the level of subjectivity. The woman begins to accept that she has a voice, “an inner source of strength” lying within herself, and an opinion
that is due to past experiences. She recognizes that she does not have to agree with the
authority but is still cautious about voicing opinions. Truth is experienced within oneself
but not acted upon for fear of jeopardizing the associations one has with others at the same
level” ( Pamela R. H. Bailey summarizing Belenky, et al. 1986:54-58).
Many autobiographies are intended to be written at this stage of cognitive development because the agent starts questioning and reasoning the voices of outside authorities,
* From the Latin term for “concept,” conceit is unconventional, logically complex, metaphor whose delights are
more intellectual than sensual
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stops listening to them and commences inner dialogue. Life writing develops the sense
of self and takes the author to the following stages of cognitive development. Creating a
specific balance between ontological and expressive levels of self-analysis, freeing the self
from the conventions of surrounding institutions with their impositions, the author uses
deconstructive discursive methods to isolate, abstract herself in order to avoid distractors
obscuring her view on the authentic self, and after having fulfilled this task, uses another
discursive method which can be aggregation based on elective affinities. The author’s
participation after having passed through individuation is a different from her initial involvement level, because now those social institutions have lost their dogmatic power to
control her choices, on the contrary, she has become empowered to consciously negotiate
with them her status. ‘Individuation means precisely the better and more complete fulfillment of the collective qualities of the human being, since adequate consideration of the
peculiarity of the individual is more conducive to better social achievement than when the
peculiarity is neglected or suppressed’ (Jung 1993: 182)
The self-perception is interrupted at this point. The agent who develops subjective
knowledge becomes able to draw lines between herself and her mother and grandmothers
and cease to see themselves as their continuation. Interruption takes place at different levels; ontological, allowing the agent to draw a line between her previous existence and recent life, social – the agent re-evaluates her relationships with different social institutions,
personal – transference from the status of ruled to the status of ruler in her own life and
sometimes an influential model for others. “Interruption becomes a key rhetorical strategy
of obtaining a voice and assuming the position of the speaking subject in the political and
aesthetic arenas”.(EwaZiarek 2012: 41). In their autobiographies women writers usually
give a special place to description of their mothers and grandmothers and usually they are
critical to them. The developer of subjective knowledge tends to interrupt the continuation
of the lineage of submissive women’s patterns, separate herself from the traditional model
and continue her way consciously relying on her self-analysis and self-recognition.
Autobiography writing becomes a discursive process which creates a friendly medium for the author to repeatedly go through her past life looking at the events, values and
attitudes differently. The woman in her recent status enters into dialogue with the woman
who lived her life, preferring to surpass her own voice, was unheard and unrecognized,
and they create a dialogue. Chaotic elements of life becomes a narrative. In other words,
the subject moves via autobiography, from hysteria to historia (Gilmore1994: 55), or from
chaos to self-recognition. Having broken the silence of single consciousnessthe author
gains transcendent perspective. Two consciousnesses communicate; this communication
is psychologically safe and friendly because not any of them has the ultimate word. This
rebirth from discursive death or the process of self-revelation has different stages.
The level of subjective knowledge is multilayered. The first phase of this cognitive
process is separation or interruption. The separation can be physical and psychological
when the agency rejects her previous silent, knowledge receiving self. She can physically
escape the reality with which she used to identify herself or psychologically deny her pre-
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vious status. Physical separation is always followed with psychological, which, however,
can also take place alone and is illuminating to reveal different aspects of the woman
writer’s personality. The reasons that bring to separation can be different, but they can be
generalized under the condition of impossibility to continue the life in its previous way.
The woman, who becomes conscious of the necessity of changes, stops, isolates today’s
self from the yesterday’s, draws a line between them, tries to study the reasons and circumstances which created the yesterday’s woman. The new self investigates the previous
self, tries to find the authentic voice, to distinguish it from that authoritative dogmatic one
unconsciously considered by the previous self as being authentic. The former self tries
to be sincere, but the latter self strives to find contradictions between her personality and
persona, define the reasons which cause a conflict between them. Psychological conflict
caused by silence, suppressing of the own authentic voice, pretending that her life was
happy or bearable, gets released into words, analysis, confessions, epiphanies, hindsight
and creates mental comfort and harmony.
In the end of Parisian Days Banine confesses that there is a huge discrepancy between her recent life and that she expected it to be in Paris. She is tired of pretending to
be happy, strong and confident. In the final episode she thinks of her life, wonders how
it would be if she stayed in Baku, thinks about suicide. This short journey to the past encourages her to try herself in writing. İt seems to be incarnation as a text, a chance to live
her life again, this time from the angle of the subjective knowledge owner. This flashback
helps the reader understand the author more clearly. She has started writing when there
was an urgent need to have her subjective voice, when there arose a hope to be able to
reassess and change her life.
Banine analyses her past decisions from the perspective of her recent status. She
clearly explains that the reason of her marriage with a person she did not love was her
cowardice. She also remembers that at her 15 she made her decision under the influence
of received knowledge, in accordance with conventional expectations. She writes that she
hated her father for this, but the self with subjective knowledge finds the reason in her authentic self, links her choice to internal rather than external factors. The owner of subjective knowledge talks about her past self who lacked this knowledge. The reader observes
in which peculiar ways the author deconstructs her past life.

Procedural Knowledge
Belenky et al. (1986) talk about separate and connected knowing. A woman who is
conscious that she owns voice, tries to make it heard for both herself and others. This voice
develops and becomes more audible in the process of life-writing. “A connected knower
empathizes with others and feels it is her responsibility to help them understand their situation so they might make the best decision”.( Pamela R. H. Bailey).
Women use relational model of the self not an autonomous model. Even in the
autobiographies with strong individuation tendencies there is attempt of further participation. Women who are immersed in multiple social roles, experience a strong need for
individuation in order to clarify for herself the own role in any given relationship.
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A person perceives the self as an individual, as a relational agent and as a group
member. A variety of research suggests that men and women differ in their interdependent
orientation: whereas women tend to be more relationally interdependent, men tend to be
more collectively interdependent.
Individual, relational, and collective self are different aspects of personality. Writing an autobiography is a tendency to individuation for recognition of authenticity, but not
an attempt to annihilate or minimize the relational motive of the self. Individuation means
precisely the better and more complete fulfillment of the collective qualities of the human
being, since adequate consideration of the peculiarity of the individual is more conducive
to better social achievement than when the peculiarity is neglected or suppressed’ (Jung
1993: 182) Susan Sontag emphasizes that “a written account— which, depending on its
complexity of thought, reference, and vocabulary, is pitched at a larger or smaller readership”. The author of this quote talks about a photograph, which “has only one language
and is destined potentially for all”( Sontag 2004:18). Autobiography is a more dynamic
and more expressive self-portrait with the same participation function. It shows the process of identity formation, its subjective and objective aspects.
The journey from silence to speech, self-expression implies gaining a hearer. Banine finds herself to be able to talk about different social institutions from two perspectives: Azerbaijani as the land of her childhood and early youth and Western European as
the place where she spent all her life after the age 17 . In the episode when her uncle comes
back from Moscow, gathers all family members to inform them that at last, Banine’s father
decided to marry for the second time, the emphasis is made on the questions everybody
asked about that woman. “Who is her father? What is he selling?”. When they knew that
he was only a poor engineer and did not sell anything, they sighed. Banine makes an ironical remark: “No matter what to sell, oil or watermelon, the important matter was to sell
something”(Banine, Caucasian Days 1992: 47). When Banine’s uncle also said that she
hesitated for a long time to answer positively to his brother’s proposal, everybody got very
surprised. Banine understands and explains their perspective. These people thought that
with that amount of fortune, not any woman could refuse her father. Banine also understands her step-mother’s perspective: it was very difficult for a woman who lived in Paris
and received European education to get accustomed to those noisy, querulous, gossiping
people. She sometimes expresses her attitude to the described events, sometimes her attitude can be conjectured from the context and sometimes her attitude remains enigmatic.
As she sees herself as an individual, she now is able to separate herself from all communities to look at each of them separately, or sometimes including herself into one or several
of these communities and look at her life from the other perspective.

Constructed Knowledge
When Grando was out and Banine was alone at home, she pondered about life.
“My thoughts about the future were vague and agonizing. I was thinking about uselessness, meaninglessness of the life. But the thought about unexpected death was terrifying
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me. I wanted to flee from this room. Will I be vegetating all my life, possible a long one?
I escaped war, revolution, monotonous life of sisters-Muslims not in order to live similar
to theirs’ life. No, I protest against this! I am ready to stand hardships and poverty, but I
cannot even think of being separated from my personal freedom. I obtained it with such a
difficulty! (Parisian Days 2006: 88)
It is the most mature level of knowledge. “She wants a better quality of life for
herself and for others”( Pamela R. H. Bailey). Empowered by the sense of completed selfanalysis and self-interpretation, inspired with the accomplishment to have helped others
through introducing the own story, the author definitely feels herself deserving a better
life. This level is the culmination of cognitive development because as its background and
root it has self-analysis, self-interpretation, understanding of others, introducing the own
life experience to help the others. “During the transition into a new way of knowing, there
is an impetus to allow the self back into the process of knowing, to confront the pieces of
the self that may be experienced as fragmented and contradictory”(Belenky 1986: 136).
They develop a narrative sense of the self – past and future. They do not want to dismiss
former ways of knowing so much as they want to stay alert to the fact that different perspectives and different points in time produce different answers (Belenky 1986: 136)
I was unwillingly comparing all these (the nice apartment, evening gatherings and
conversations in Paris) with “that” life and feeling difference. Would such kind of talks be
interesting in my homeland, where destructive changes erased all past notions about interests and morality? Would a poor shoeless person think about fashionable clothes? Would
a person think about love intrigues if his close relatives are suffering in prisons? There,
in the homeland, shops and counters are empty; people experience difficulties because
of inefficient electricity, they live in constant fear because of spreading terrible humours.
All these make the life unbearable. Only three months before, I lived in a different planet,
where in families they tried but were not able to keep Islamic traditions which lasted
thousand years, where the air was filled with revolutionary slogans and calls. I lived inside
all this revolutionary turmoil and heard the calls of the new wave. A little bit more, and I
would have gone by another way. If I was a little bit braver…(Banine 2006: 89)
…But there is an absolutely different world here; the life here (in Paris) flows in a
secure measured way. And it pulled me out of the past, severe, cruel life. Now I was able to
see the difference between disaster and happiness, life and death, grief and joy, all which
fill the world. I was thinking about millions, billions of people who lived in a world with
constant contradictions, about fates of those people, about what I am not aware of. A huge
wave of life rushed upon me and kindled my desire to cognate everything in its way, to
go through fire, drink from all its wells, even from those which are filled with poison…
That is the decision which would change the author’s life. “To cognate everything” is followed with metaphorical expressions “go through fire”, “drink from poisonous wells”. It creates another, more complicated metaphor to express all difficulties of the
cognitive process, after having experienced of which the author is not the same person
who she was before. She is not tolerant to outside authoritative voices; she cannot sup-
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press her voice and does not absorb received knowledge. She is a producer of knowledge,
and her voice has been developed enough to inspire others to change their lives. Besides,
facilitating changes in the own life and others’ lives inspire to create a more conscious,
empowered future . Autobiographic effort of self-display sets in motion compromise the
hope of a self-discovery that would open up a perspective not only on the past but on the
future. (Olney 1980: 199) The look from outside as an omniscient and omnipotent creator
justifies the author in the position of a ruler and director. “Change requires both processes
of interruption and continuity in order to advance newer modes of doing” [Papacharissi,
Easton]. As an owner of constructed knowledge the author looks at her personality in the
context of diverse realities. She is also able to retrospectively see different knowledge
positions (or perspectives) she experienced in the process of her cognitive development.
When the conflict between social conventions and psychological inconvenience becomes
tense, there appears a need to find the sources of contradictions. The internal voice seeks to
break the silence encouraged by outside authorities for many years. At the end of this long
and usually painful process the person realizes that “truth now resides within the person
and can negate answers that the outside world supplies”(Belenky et al 1986: 54).

Conclusion
This paper probes the dynamics of the relationship between ontological and epistemological aspects of the writer’s personality in the process of life-writing. In particular, it
attempts to show the interrelation between personal cognitive development and autobiographical writing which has within it the potential for wider transformative social resonance. It might be argued that in certain instances the impact reaches into the social dimension, extending outward the positive changes in author and reader. My study brought
classification of different functions of life-writings and their connection with cognitive
levels and personal-social relationships; this study defined different functions of autobiographies, which can be classified as follows:
Personal motives – to define the meaning of the own life, to create a coherent self,
silence the voices of imposing conventions, break one’s own silence, get empowered;
The second motive is to raise consciousness, to help others recognize their own
problems, reassess one’s sense of guilt, develop more cognizant approach to diverse social
institutions and relationships.
The third function of autobiographies is to help understand cultural and religious
differences in perception of different concepts.
The forth function is developing empathy on the basis of identification stimulated
by thus achieved empathy and insights.The study argues that these functions are interwoven with the main focus on personal motives, because only having understood the self,
one becomes able to make others conscious of shared problems and inspire to find solutions. Autobiographies help understand subconscious preferences and choices of different
cultures and accept diversities. Autobiographies help the authors develop their subjective
knowledge, encourage them to approach to events in analytic ways. Taking control of the
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own life through creating the self as a text, attributing to the new self such qualities as
independent thinking and evaluating ability, leads to empowerment which kindles desire
to stimulate raising of consciousness in others, showing them their own experience within
this process of cognitive development. The psychological interruptions take place when
the person feels developed enough to move to the next stage, or in other words, when they
have been empowered enough to think of further positive changes in their personality and
relationships. The social interruption happens when the author begins to develop in her
subjective knowledge reassessing her relationships at very diverse levels. She ceases toxic
relationships, imposing authoritative voices in her life and builds new relationships based
on harmony and justice.
Life-writing serves to demonstrate to readers the whole process of the author’s
cognitive development. In individual stories, approaches and analyses, they find typicalities and similar patterns. Commonness stimulates identification and develops empathy
which consequently encourages global dialogues. The autobiographical discourse creates
a context informing about subtleties of all aspects of human lives.
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Safaq dadaSova
(azerbaijani)

biografiuli nawarmoebebis Seqmnis
epistemologiuri aspeqtebi
reziume

sakvanZo sityvebi: banini, avtobiografiuli proza.
statiaSi SeviswavliT pirovnebis ontologur da epistemologiur aspeqtebs Soris damokidebulebis dinamikas cxovrebis aRweris
procesSi. upirveles yovlisa, ganvixilav belenkis da sxvaTa Teoriul-empiriuli kvlevebs, arsebul kulturuli da socialuri molodinis sferoSi qalis kognitiuri ganviTarebis problemis gadasawyvetad.
statiaSi avtobiografiuli nawarmoebebi gaanalizebulia, rogorc
TviTamocnobis meTodologia da isini ganxilulia, rogorc saimedo
wyaroebi, anTropologebis, fsiqologebis, sociologebisTvis kulturebis gasagebad, ramdenadac am naSromebs Semoaqvs konteqstualuri da individualuri subieqturoba yvela saxis ganzogadebaSi da
saSualebas iZleva davinaxoT koleqtiuri cnobiereba individualuri
kuTxidan. Cemi varaudiT, humanitaruli da socialuri disciplinebis
meTodebis kombinaciis gamoyeneba, sxvadasxva kulturebSi Seqmnili
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avtobiografiebis analizisas, xels Seuwyobs koleqtiuri identobis
ufro siRrmiseulad gamovlenas.
Teoriuli koncefciebis dadasturebisTvis warmodgenilia baninis avtobiografiis analizi. banini daibada azerbaijanSi, cxovrobda am
qveyanaSi 17 wlamde, Semdeg gadavida safrangeTSi, sadac is cxovrobda
sicocxlis bolomde. misi avtobiografia aRwers kognitiuri ganviTarebis sxvadasxva etapebs, socialuri urTierTobebis mimarT mis aziur
da evropul xedvas. avtobiografia mkiTxvels uCvenebs avtoris kognituri ganviTarebis mTel process. calkeul istoriebSi, midgomebsa
da analizSi, isini gamoavlens msgavs suraTebs. saerTo maxasiaTeblebi
stimuls aZlevs identifikacias da ganaviTarebs TanagrZnobas, romelicSemdgom xels uwyobs globalur dialogebs. avtobiografiuli
diskursi qmnis konteqsts, romelic gvaZlevs informacias adamianis
cxovrebis yvela aspeqtis Taviseburebebis Sesaxeb.
Cemi daskvnebi gviCvenebs, rom biografiuli nawarmoebebi kognitur da socialur saqmianobas warmoadgens. ramdenadac isini orientirebulia rogorc avtorze, aseve mkiTxvelzec. meTodologia mimarTulia cnobierebis amaRlebaze, TanagrZnobis gaZlierebaze da interkulturuli urTierTgagebis gazrdaze. sxva kulturaTa Sinagani
normebis da damokidebulebebis codna da gaazreba mkiTxvels exmareba
Tavi komfortulad igrZnos kulturis mimarT sensitiur sakiTxebTan
mimarTebaSi. kvlevaSi navaraudevia, rom avtobiografiebis Seswavlis
gziT, sociologebs pirdapiri wvdoma aqvT avTentur wyaroebTan, romlebSic genderze bazirebuli molodinia Camoyalibebuli, is, Tu rogor xdeba monawileTa identobisa da interesebis formireba kulturis
farglebSi, rogorc pirdapiri, aseve arapirdapiri iZulebis TvalsazrisiT. is aseve gvTavazobs Semdgomi kvlevis SesaZleblobas, sxvadasxva kulturebSi kognitiuri ganviTarebis msgavsi suraTebis kvlevis
gziT. imis Seswavla, Tu rogor iqmneba normebi sxvadasxva koteqstSi,
aseve SesaZleblobas gvaZlevs davakavSiroT normebi, rogorc adgilobriv/istoriulad konstruqtiuli normebis mimaniSnebeli da ara,
rogorc yovlismomcveli diqtati.
statiaSi gamokvleulia qalis avtobiografiebis koncefcia. masSi
Seswavlilia pirovnebis individualuri da socialuri mxareebis urTierTqmedebis gzebi. avtobiografiis weris procesSi, rodesac avtori
gaivlis individualizaciis, misi avTenturi xmis Ziebis da sxvadasxva
erTobliobebSi monawileobis misTvis Sesaferisi formis SerCevis procesebs da gansazRvravs misi individualuri xmis da sxvadasxva pirobiTobebiTa da normebiT nakarnaxevis Tanafardobas. Teoriuli daSvebebi
dakavSirebulia azerbaijaneli mwerlis, baninis avtobiografiis analizTan. am avtobiografiaSi avtori aRwers sakuTar pirovnebas, asaxavs
mis kulturas, damokidebulebebsa da faseulobebs, romlebic mis dros
arsebobda. udavod saWiroa sxvadasxva avtobiografiebis Semdgomi kv-
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leva, kognitiuri ganviTarebis kuTxiT, aseve TviT-identifikaciaze
maTi zemoqmedebis TvalsazrisiT, rac moicavs genderTan dakavSirebuli molodinis Sedegebis mniSvnelovan empiriul kvlevas dagenderTan dakavSirebul danaSaulis grZnobaze sxvadasxva kulturebSi arsebul Sexedulebebs. im avtobiografiebis kiTxvas, sadac avtori mudmivad ganicdis danaSaulis grZnobas, ganicdis metismet datvirTvas,
genderze bazirebuli molodinis gamo, SeuZlia aamaRlos mkiTxvelis
cnobiereba da gadaafasos damokidebulebebis mkiTxvelebisTvis da xelaxla aagos damokidebuleba socialur instituciebTan. am sferoSi
Semdgomi kvlevebi aseve gamoavlens imis mizezs, Tu ratom Cndeba sxvadasxva kulturebSi qalebis avtobiografiebi sxvadasxva sixSiriT da
kognitiuri ganviTarebis ra doneebsmiesalmebian an ar miesalmebian,
sxvadasxvakulturebSi.
avtobiografiebi saSualebas gvaZlevs gaverkveT sxvadasxva kulturis dro-sivrcul realobaSi, SevxedoT mas avtoris TvaliT da amave
dros, SevZloT davinaxoT is avtoris aRqmisa da interpretaciis miRma.
biografiebi gvaZlevs mdidar informacias individualur-socialuri
damokidebulebebis Sesaxeb. yoveli calkeuli avtobiografia unikaluria, ramdenadac is warmoadgens unikaluri adamianis cxovrebas, misi
avtoriseuli interpretaciiT. Tumca, socialuri mecnierebebi, romlebic dainteresebuli arian koleqtiuri kulturuli damokidebulebebiT da qcevebiT, am teqstebs, rogorc kvleviT wyaroebs, iyeneben.
„sazRvrebSi, romlebic kveTs samyaros da axdens mis globalizacias,
piradi da socialuri poziciebi, pirovnebasa da identobaSi, sul ufro
da ufro mWidro, heterogenuli da konfliqturic ki xdeba (herbert
j.m. hermansi). avtobiografia qmnis konkretul metaforas, sinekdoqur
ierarqias, erTianis Sesacnobad, misi nawilebis meSveobiT da nawilebis
Sesacnobad, erTianis meSveobiT, anu socialuri damokidebulebebis
Sesacnobad, piradi damokidebulebebis meSveobiT da piriqiT. ramdenadac avtobiografiebi individualuri adamianebis cxovrebas Seexeba,
yvela ganzogadeba, erTi SexedviT, moicavs gamartivebis da naklebad
Sefasebis safrTxes, individualuri adamianis cxovrebaze saubrisas da dauSvebs ganzogadebul socialur damokidebulebas, maT miRma. magram, amave dros, isini wamoWris fundamentur epistemologiur
SekiTxvebs koleqtiuri qvecnobieris, TviTaRqmis da TviTSefasebis
Sesaxeb, ramdenadac pirovnebebs aucileblad aqvT Sexeba socialur
koncefciebTan da instituciebTan arsebuli pirobiTobebis miRebiT
an uaryofiT. avtobiografiaSi aRwerili damokidebulebebi mkiTxvels
acnobs am koncefciebs, avtoris Sexedulebebs maT Sesaxeb, aseTi Sexedulebebis ganmsazRvrel mizezebs da pirobebs, romlebmac warmoSva aseTi
mizezebi. realuri cxovrebis gamocdileba warmoSobs TanagrZnobas,
universaluri koncefciebis cnobis da individualuri identifikaciis stimulirebis gziT.
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